Finding genetic signatures of local adaptation is of great interest for many population genetic 21 studies. Common approaches to sorting selective loci from their genomic background focus on 22 the extreme values of the fixation index, F ST , across loci. However, the computation of the 23 fixation index becomes challenging when the population is genetically continuous, when predefining 24 subpopulations is a difficult task, and in the presence of admixed individuals in the sample. In 25 this study, we present a new method to identify loci under selection based on an extension of the 26 F ST statistic to samples with admixed individuals. In our approach, F ST values are computed 27 from the ancestry coefficients obtained with ancestry estimation programs. More specifically, we 28 used factor models to estimate F ST , and we compared our neutrality tests with those derived 29 from a principal component analysis approach. The performances of the tests were illustrated 30 using simulated data, and by re-analyzing genomic data from European lines of the plant species 31
For outlier tests, defining subpopulations may be a difficult task, especially when the background 48 levels of F ST are weak and when populations are genetically homogeneous (Waples & Gaggiotti, 49 2006). For example, Europe is genetically homogeneous for human genomes, and it is characterized 50 by gradual variation in allele frequencies from the south to the north of the continent (Lao et al.,
where q k is the average value of the population k ancestry coefficient over all individuals in the 98 sample, and the ancestral allele frequencies are obtained from the F matrix. Our formula for F ST 99 is 100
(1)
where, in the analysis of variance terminology, σ 2 T is the total variance and σ 2 S is the error vari-151 ance (Weir, 1996) . This definition of F ST , which uses a linear regression framework, can be 152 extended to models with admixed individuals in a straightforward manner. Suppose that a pop-153 ulation contains admixed individuals, and assume we have computed estimates of the Q and F 154 matrices. For diploid organisms, a genotype is the sum of two parental gametes, taking the values 155 0 or 1. In an admixture model, the two gametes can be sampled either from the same or from 156 distinct ancestral populations. The admixture model assumes that individuals mate randomly at 157 the moment of the admixture event. Omitting the locus subscript , a statistical model for an 158 admixed genotype at a given locus can be written as follows
where x 1 and x 2 are independent Bernoulli random variables modelling the parental gametes. The 160 conditional distribution of x 1 (resp. x 2 ) is such that prob(x 1 = 1|Anc 1 = k) = f k where f k is the 161 allele frequency in ancestral population k, Anc is an integer value between 1 and K representing 162 the hidden ancestry of each gamete. The sampled allele frequency is defined as x = y/2 (x taking 163 its values in 0, 1/2, 1). Thus the expected value of the random variable x is given by the following
where q k = prob(Anc = k). The total variance of x satisfies
Using the Q and F matrices, q k can be estimated as the average value of the ancestry coefficients 167 over all individuals in the sample, and the ancestral allele frequencies can be estimated as f k = F k .
168
To compute the error variance, σ 2 S , we consider that the two gametes originate from the same 169 ancestral population. Assuming Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the ancestral populations, the 170 error variance can be computed as follows
and the use of equation (2) for F ST concludes the proof of equation (1). longitudinal axis (standard deviation [SD] = 1). As it happens in a secondary contact zone, we 193 assumed that the ancestry proportions had a sigmoidal shape across space (Barton & Hewitt,
.
For each individual, we assumed that each allele originated in the first ancestral population with 196 probability p(x i ) and in the second ancestral population with probability 1 − p( 198 Complex simulation models. To evaluate the power of tests in realistic landscape simulations, 199 we used six publicly available data sets previously described by Lotterhos & Whitlock (2015) .
200
In those scenarios, the demographic history of a fictive species corresponded to nonequilibrium 201 isolation by distance due to expansion from two refugia. The simulations mimicked a natural 202 population whose ranges have expanded since the last glacial maximum, potentially resulting in 203 secondary contact (Hewitt, 2000) . (2015)). All selected loci adapted to 209 this landscape.
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Computer programs We performed genome scans for selection using three factor methods: Power estimates for tests based on factor methods (grouping snmf, tess3 and pcadapt), for F ST tests in which individuals were assigned to their most likely cluster, and for F ST tests prior to admixture. Power values were computed by considering an expected FDR value equal to 0.1. For 4N m = 5 (weak selection intensity), the F ST test based on assignment failed to detect outlier loci. Figure S3 . Manhattan plot of minus log10(p-values) for A. thaliana. The candidate regions are colored in red. Those regions correspond to an expected FDR level of 1% for snmf and tess3 having more than 5 SNPs in each region. Figure S4 . Geographic map of ancestry coefficients for Arabidopsis thaliana using snmf with K = 3 ancestral populations. Figure S5 . Geographic map of ancestry coefficients for Arabidopsis thaliana using snmf with K = 4 ancestral populations. Figure S6 . Manhattan plots of minus log10(p-values) for A. thaliana. Tests using (A) snmf with K = 2 ancestral populations and pcadapt with 1 principal component, (B) snmf with K = 3 ancestral populations and pcadapt with 2 principal components, (C) snmf with K = 4 ancestral populations and pcadapt with 3 principal components.
